Clinical neurorestorative progress in stroke
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Abstract: Stroke is the second most common single cause of death worldwide, with over five million deaths per year globally. So far, conventional therapy has failed to restore neurological function poststroke. Neurorestorative strategy has provided therapeutic benefit for the treatment of stroke. This review outlines the clinical advances, in which cell-based neurorestorative strategies offer the broadest range of potential treatments for stroke.
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Introduction

Stroke is identified by the sudden occurrence of a nonconvulsive, focal neurologic deficit.1 Among all the neurologic diseases of adult life, stroke ranks first in frequency and impact on disability. Stroke, after ischemic heart disease, is the second commonest single cause of death worldwide, with over five million deaths per year globally. The US Census Bureau has forecasted the distribution of incident stroke cases for the years 2010–2050. Over these 40 years, the number of incident strokes is expected to more than double, with the majority of the increase among the elderly (age >75 years) and minority groups (particularly Hispanics).2

Cerebral infarction basically comprises two pathophysiologic processes: 1) a loss in the supply of oxygen and glucose secondary to vascular occlusions and 2) an array of changes in cellular metabolism as a consequence of the collapse of energy-producing processes, with damage to cell membranes. Of potential therapeutic importance are the observations that some of the cellular processes leading to neuronal death are not irrevocable and may be reversed by early intervention, either restoration of blood flow or prevention of the influx of calcium into the cell. In the early stage, the most important therapy that can be taken into consideration is thrombolysis with tissue plasminogen activator, which is now a well-established treatment for acute ischemic stroke and is associated with significant improvements in outcomes.3 Unfortunately, the time window of 4.5 hours is its limitation. Other therapies for stroke are vascular revascularization and secondary prevention strategies. Vascular revascularization includes carotid endarterectomy and stenting. Secondary prevention strategies are mainly for hypertension, heart disease, atrial fibrillation, diabetes mellitus, cigarette smoking, hyperlipidemia, and antiplatelet, statin, and anticoagulant treatment. Together with the primary prevention concept for stroke, the main purpose of current therapies for stroke patients is to prevent stroke event other than to restore neurological impairment caused by the stroke.
However, when a stroke event really happens after all the possible treatments mentioned above, what can we do for the brain tissue lesion and how can we restore the functional impairment left by stroke? At first, neuroprotection is the important direction with a purpose to save the dying neuron with no encouraging results. Recently, a trend of switching from neuroprotectant toward neurorestorative approaches has been set on the fact that cerebral plasticity and neurological recovery can be stimulated in the post-acute ischemic brain. Neurorestorative processes include neurogenesis, angiogenesis, and synaptic plasticity, which have been shown to be beneficial for the functional improvement after stroke. In general, neurorestorative therapy includes pharmacological, cell-based, and neuromodulating therapy. In this review, we outline the clinical neurorestorative strategies with emphasis on cell-based therapy as a promising option for stroke.

Clinical neurorestorative progress
Medicines and molecules
Following cerebral ischemia, a complicated cascade of biochemical events occurs, ultimately leading to the death of neurons. Within this cascade, many molecular targets can be pharmacologically modulated to produce neuroprotection. The potential targets include glutamate release, glutamate receptor activation, excitotoxicity, calcium influx into cells, mitochondrial dysfunction, activation of many intracellular enzymes, free radical production, nitric oxide production, apoptosis, and inflammation.

Radical scavengers
There is substantial experimental evidence that free radicals are produced in the brain during ischemia, during reperfusion, and during intracranial hemorrhage. Removal of pathologically produced free radicals is therefore a viable approach to neuroprotection. Compounds with free radical-trapping properties (NXY-059) or free radical-scavenging activity (ebselen, edaravone) have been examined in experimental models of stroke and evaluated clinically as neuroprotective agents. The use of NXY-059, a free radical-trapping agent, has been associated with clinical benefits in animal models of stroke. However, NXY-059 has been shown to be ineffective in acute ischemic stroke patients.

As an enzyme mimic for activity of the selenoenzyme GPx, ebselen has been proved to be highly useful in research on mechanisms in redox biology. It is a multifunctional compound, which catalyzes several essential reactions for the protection of cellular components from oxidative and free radical damage. It was shown to attenuate oxidative DNA damage and provide protection against neuronal death from stroke in animal models.

Edaravone has been used in acute ischemic stroke in both animal experiments and clinical settings, and exerts neuroprotective effect on ischemic-injured brains. Edaravone has been used in patients with acute ischemic stroke in Japan for over 10 years but does not have marketing authorization in Europe or America. Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator in combination with edaravone improved functional prognosis in stroke patients, which extends its application range for the therapy of stroke.

NMDA antagonists
Glutamate is the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the adult brain and a critical transmitter for signaling neurons to degenerate following stroke. The finding led to a number of clinical trials that tested inhibitors of excitotoxicity in stroke patients. Glutamate exerts its function in large by activating the calcium-permeable ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. NMDA antagonists, which have been investigated in stroke, include aaptiganel hydrochloride, dextromethorphan, dextromethorphan, magnesium ion, ifenprodil, and eliprodil, which have been demonstrated to have preclinical neuroprotective efficacy. However, recent findings of a persistent poststroke decline in NMDA receptor density, which plays a pivotal role in plasticity and memory formation, suggest that NMDA receptor stimulation, rather than inhibition, may prove beneficial in the subacute period after stroke. The beneficial role of NMDA receptor stimulation during the recovery period after stroke is most likely due to enhanced neuroplasticity rather than neuroprotection.

Scavenging divalent metal ions
Zinc is both a direct neurotoxin and a signaling mediator in multiple early and late detrimental processes following ischemia. DP-b99 is a membrane-activated chelator of zinc and calcium ions. It seemed well tolerated by patients with acute stroke, and a Phase IIb trial reported better outcomes among DP-b99-treated patients than a control group on a secondary outcome measure. However, in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter, parallel-group trial of intravenous (IV) DP-b99 administration in ischemic stroke patients, DP-b99 shows no evidence of efficacy in treating acute human ischemic stroke.

Minocycline
Minocycline is a semisynthetic derivative of the tetracycline group of antibiotics. It has been found to have neuroprotective
effect in small randomized, controlled human trials, and is a promising neuroprotective agent in acute stroke. However, a large study has not been powered to reliably identify or to exclude a modest, but clinically important, treatment effect of minocycline.21-23

**Cell therapy**

Stem cells are undifferentiated cells that have the capacity to self-renew and differentiate into a range of tissues. There is substantial evidence showing that the stem cells improve functional recovery and reduce the infarct volume after stroke in the animal models. Clinical trials confirmed the safety and feasibility of some kinds of cell therapy in stroke patients.24 Clinical cell-based neurorestorative therapy can be divided into “endogenous” and “exogenous” approaches: the endogenous approach aims to stimulate mobilization of stem/progenitor cells already present within the individual. Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) is one of the successful examples for endogenous approaches. “Exogenous” approaches mean delivering cells to patients. Cell therapy involves the delivery of cells locally (eg, direct intracerebral [IC] implantation), intrathecally, or systemically (eg, IV or intra-arterial [IA]).

**G-CSF**

G-CSF is used to mobilize hematopoietic stem cells into the peripheral blood. However, it has also been shown to have neuroprotective properties beyond simply cell mobilization, and reduces infarct volume in experimental cerebral ischemia.25 In the acute phase of cerebral ischemia, the neuroprotective mechanism of G-CSF includes inhibition of glutamate release, reduction of inflammation, antiapoptotic activity, and suppression of edema formation.26 G-CSF has been shown to be safe in Phase I clinical trials of human stroke when used within 7 days,27,28 or 7–30 days poststroke.29 Different doses of G-CSF were safe and well tolerated in acute and subacute ischemic stroke patients.30,31 However, although there was a trend for reduced infarct growth, G-CSF treatment failed to show efficacy in functional evaluation in a large Phase II trial in acute ischemic stroke patients.32

**“Exogenous” cell therapy for stroke**

Grafted cells have been demonstrated to have the ability to survive, differentiate to neurons, and ameliorate functional deficits in the brain of stroke models. Most importantly, grafted cells can migrate toward the lesion with an ischemic stroke following administration. Promising cell source includes embryonic stem cells (ESCs), neural stem/progenitor cells (NSPCs), immortalized cell lines (NT2 cell line), mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), umbilical cord blood cells and related cells, and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). However, the review only focuses on the cell application in clinical trials.

**Bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) and bone marrow MSCs (BM-MSCs)**

BM-MNCs and BM-MSCs in acute/subacute stage of stroke

IA autologous BM-MNCs transplantation was performed for acute hemorrhagic33 or ischemic stroke.34 Patients demonstrated a partial improvement and a slight decrease in the ischemic area by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and hypoperfusion by single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Some participants showed a good clinical outcome.35 BM-MNCs and BM-MSCs are also safe, feasible, and effective via an IV route of administration or in patients with subacute ischemic stroke.36,37

**BM-MNCs and BM-MSCs in chronic stage of stroke**

Autologous BM-MSCs were injected intravenously into 12 patients with stroke. Serial evaluations showed no severe adverse cell-related effects and a trend of functional recovery,36 and similar results were reported by IV cell transplantation.38,39 and also by IA cell transplantation.40 Long-term follow-up is, however, required to provide convincing evidence for their safety.41 Additional studies are under way.42

**Cultured neurons**

The safety and feasibility of intraparenchymal transplantation of neuronal cells derived from human teratocarcinoma were confirmed in patients with basal ganglia stroke and fixed motor deficits.44,45 No adverse effects were observed during a 12-month follow-up; ameliorating motor and cognitive impairments, increasing metabolic change as shown by increased fluorodeoxyglucose uptake at the site of implantation.46,47 Most importantly, Nelson et al48 reported the first postmortem brain findings of a patient 27 months after transplantation, who died of acute myocardial infarction. Neurofilament immunoreactive neurons were identified in the grafted site, and fluorescent in situ hybridization revealed polyploidy in groups of cells at this site, and there was no evidence of a neoplasm after more than 2 years of implantation.

**Umbilical cord stromal cells**

Umbilical cord stromal cells have been shown as a feasible and safe approach for the treatment of ischemic stroke patients with potential to improve the neurological function.49,50
Autologous peripheral blood cells
After G-CSF mobilization, IC implantation of autologous peripheral blood stromal cells has been shown to be safe, feasible, and effective in stroke patients in a randomized Phase II study.51 Wang et al indicated that administration of G-CSF-mobilized autologous CD34-positive cells was safe in patients poststroke.52

Other cell type
Neurotransplantation of fetal porcine cells in patients with basal ganglia infarcts was demonstrated as safe and feasible in a preliminary study.53 Two patients showed improvement in speech, language, and/or motor impairments, which persisted at 4 years.

Combination cell therapy
The possible benefits of transplanting multiple cells were investigated, since substantial evidence indicates the efficacy of independent utility of many kinds of cells, both in animal models and in patients.

Bhasin et al54 recruited 40 chronic stroke patients with treatment with autologous mononuclear and MSCs intravenously. The safety test profile was normal with no mortality or cell-related adverse reactions in patients, and statistically significant improvement found by the assessment of living ability and neurological electrophysiology. A total of ten consecutive stroke patients were treated by combination cell transplantation including olfactory ensheathing cells, neural progenitor cells, umbilical cord mesenchymal cells, and Schwann cells.55 After 6 months to 2 years of follow-up, the patients achieved different degrees of neurological function amelioration including improved speech, muscle strength, muscular tension, balance, pain, and breathing.

We assessed the safety and feasibility of the co-transplantation of neural stem/precursor cells and MSCs in patients with ischemic stroke.56 Eight patients were enrolled. All patients had a hemisphere with infarct lesions located on one side of the territories of the cerebral middle or anterior arteries as revealed with cranial MRI. The most common side effect of stem cell transplantation in these cases was low fever that usually lasted 2–4 days after each therapy. One patient exhibited minor dizziness. All side effects appeared within the first 2–24 hours of each cell transplantation and resolved without special treatment. There was no evidence of neurological deterioration or neurological infection. Most importantly, no tumorigenesis was found at a 2-year follow-up. The neurological functions, disability levels, and daily living abilities of the patients in this study were improved. These observations support the use of the combination transplantation of NSPCs and MSCs as a safe and feasible method of improving neurological function.

G-CSF in combination with other cell factors confers greater neuroprotection in ischemic animal models than a solitary treatment.57

Neuromodulation
The effects of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) on motor and sensory function recovery in stroke patients have been investigated. For hand motor function recovery after stroke, rTMS of the lesioned or contralesional motor cortex was combined with motor training and showed ambiguous effects; some patients improved, whereas others did not show any rTMS effect.58 Central poststroke pain (CPSP) is one of the most refractory chronic pain syndromes. The rTMS of the primary motor cortex has been demonstrated to provide moderate pain relief for CPSP. The mechanism underlying the pain relief is the restoration of abnormal cortical excitability.59

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a noninvasive neuromodulation technique inducing prolonged brain excitability changes and promoting cerebral plasticity, is a promising option for neurorehabilitation, such as limb function60 and aphasia.61 The effects of rTMS/tDCS on the functional architecture of the motor system depend upon lesion location, degree of impairment, and number of treatment sessions. Furthermore, analyses of regional brain activity and motor network connectivity allow prediction of the behavioral effects of brain stimulation.62

Robotic treatment is effective to reduce motor impairment in chronic stroke patients.63 An electromyography-driven hand robot developed for poststroke rehabilitation training showed significant motor, spasticity, and muscle coordination improvements in the hand.64 Another Hand Exoskeleton Rehabilitation Robot had benefits in range of motion and grip strength in the hands of poststroke patients.65 Robot-aided gait training could provide selective control on one of the essential subtasks of walking.66 A prospective, multicenter, parallel-group, randomized trial enrolled patients with motor impairment for more than 6 months and moderate-to-severe arm paresis after a cerebrovascular accident in Switzerland; 38 patients assigned to robotic therapy had greater improvements in motor function in the affected arm over the course of the study. However, the authors pointed out that absolute difference between effects of robotic and conventional therapy was small and of weak significance.67
A tetraplegia patient with brainstem stroke could perform three-dimensional reaches and grasp movements using a neural interface system-based control of a robotic arm. Although robotic reach and grasp actions were not as fast or accurate as those of an able-bodied person, neural interface system is one of the potential treatments for disability caused by stroke.68

Discussion
Neurorestoratology, a distinct discipline within the neurosciences, has been clearly defined by the International Association of Neurorestoratology as one subdiscipline and one new branch of neuroscience, which studies the therapeutic strategies for neural regeneration, repair, and replacement of damaged components of the nervous system, neuroplasticity, neuroprotection, neuromodulation, angiogenesis, immunomodulation, and their mechanisms to cause improvement.69 The core of neurorestoratology is to restore neurological function. The research field of neurorestoratology covers various neurorestorative treatments including factors, medicines, bioengineering, neuromodulation, neuroprotection, and cell therapy. Here we discuss the cell therapy, since we are facing explosive evidence from cell therapy, and cell therapy has been emerged as an optimizing option, especially for the sequela of stroke.

The possible mechanisms of neurorestoration by cell therapy
For cell therapy, the potential mechanisms of action are incompletely understood. Nevertheless, we have solid evidence from animal models that the possible mechanisms of neurorestoration in stroke are related to cell substitution, secretion of trophic factors, enhanced immunomodulation, angiogenesis, neurogenesis, synaptic connectivity, white matter remodeling, etc.70-72 Cell therapies probably act on multiple mechanisms in ischemic stroke, depending upon the timing and mode of administration; however, unlike neuroprotectant drugs, cell therapies have the advantage that they may be able to respond dynamically to an environment that varies both temporally and spatially after ischemia, rather than targeting a single pathway or mechanism of action.25

Survival and differentiation of the transplanted cells in stroke lesion
Following vascular occlusion, a complex chain of events occurs at a molecular level, leading to irreversible tissue injury, including failure of energy synthesis, loss of transmembrane ionic gradients dependent on active transport, cell depolarization, and excitotoxicity due to the excess release of excitatory neurotransmitters. Several events, including edema, deafferentation, and inflammation, occur around the infarct. It is a critical step for the transplanted cells to survive first before they effect. Daadi et al73 transplanted NSPCs derived from ESCs into the poststroke rat brain, and showed that transplanted cells could differentiate into neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes. Neural progenitor cells derived from murine or monkey ESCs were also reported to survive in stroke lesions of brain, and differentiate into mature neurons.74,75 After human neural precursor cells (NPCs) derived from iPSCs were transplanted into the murine brain, they survive as mature neurons.76 NSPCs could survive and migrate toward the lesion in rats with an ischemic stroke following intracisternal administration. Electron microscopy examination also suggested that the transplanted cells showed signs of neuronal differentiation.77 Transplanted MSCs aggressively can migrate toward the damaged central nervous system tissue, promote the recovery of motor function after cerebral infarction, and rescue the host neurons.78,79

The efficacy of different administration routes
The administration route to transfer cells to the lesions caused by stroke includes IA, IV, intracisterna magna, lumbar intrathecal, or IC injection. Administration routes do affect the migration of transplanted stem cells. Zhang et al80 tested the efficacy of different administration routes. While IA administration resulted in the highest donor cell number detected within the ischemic brain compared to the other routes, umbilical tissue cell treatments via all routes can provide therapeutic benefit after stroke. IA, IV, and IC seem to bring enhanced benefits due to their ability to increase synaptophysin immunoreactivity and to reduce apoptotic cells. IA and IV are more and more widely accepted due to their convenience. For IA and IV cell transplantation, cell size and velocity of injection are major determinants of the safety.81 In acute brain infarction, IA administration showed substantially increased migration and a large number of transplanted human BM-MSCs in the target brain than IV administration.82 The effects of transplanted BM-MSCs administered via internal jugular vein injection, carotid artery injection, or intraventricular transplantation for the treatment of cerebral infarction in rats were investigated with increasing trend.83 However, for improving functional recovery, reducing lesion size, and increasing vessel density, there were no significant differences between IV and IA groups, although IA led to a greater number of cells in the brain after injection.84
Recently, a new cell-administering way was observed to gain access to the brain via the nasal cavity and render therapeutic benefits after stroke.85

Spatiotemporal dynamics of transplanted cell migration

An early tissue distribution of BM-MNCs was reported in a chronic stroke patient after an IA delivery.86 Part of the cell suspension was radiolabeled with 99mTc to monitor the fate of transplanted BM-MNCs. Brain SPECT views revealed uptake and retention of the labeled BM-MNCs in the territory of one side of the middle cerebral artery for up to 48 hours. The remaining uptake occurred mainly in the liver and spleen. This distribution is consistent with Correa et al’s report.87

The fates of human ESC-derived NPCs were investigated for 8 weeks following transplantation into the side contralateral to the infarct region using 7.0 T animal MRI. MRI analyses indicated that the migrating cells were clearly detectable at the infarct boundary zone by 1 week, and the intensity of the MRI signals robustly increased within 4 weeks after transplantation. Afterward, the signals were slightly increased or unchanged.88 Also, neural stem cells have the ability to migrate to the frontal and parietal lobes, caudate, and putamen.89 One of the ways of aggressive migration toward the lesion is through the corpus callosum.90

Preconditioning strategy in cell transplantation therapy

Massive grafted cell death and low survival rate in cell therapy are the limitations of cell therapy. The approach of preconditioning stem cells became an attractive option due to its high cell viability after transplantation. Preconditioning stem cells via cytokines, chemical drugs, and hypoxia has been demonstrated to increase grafted stem cell survival, proliferation, migration to ischemic perifocal area, and ultimately improve neurobehavioral outcomes.91 Ischemic/hypoxic preconditioning activates endogenous defense mechanisms that show marked protective effects against multiple insults found in ischemic stroke and other acute attacks. A sublethal hypoxic exposure significantly increases the tolerance and regenerative properties of cells. So far, a variety of preconditioning triggers have been tested on different cells. Preconditioned cells generally show much better cell survival, increased neuronal differentiation, enhanced paracrine effects leading to increased trophic support, and improved homing to the lesion site.92

Conclusion

Although there are major advances in understanding the pathophysiology of cerebral ischemia, therapeutic options for acute ischemic stroke remain very limited. For the sequelae of chronic stage of stroke, few of the treatment options have proven efficacious in clinical studies despite tremendous progress in preclinical studies. Cell-based neurorestorative strategies for stroke may have efficacy in the improvement of neurological outcome and quality of life of patients in the acute or chronic stage of stroke. Further investment in cell-based therapy for the neurorestorative treatment of stroke is therefore warranted.
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